
Not that long ago, artists had patrons 
who kept them and their families in 
food, housing and artistic materials.  
This allowed them to share their art 
with the world. We don’t really have 
this anymore.  

I am looking to raise £12,000 to get 
a 2nd edition of Magic happens and 
a first edition of All hail the 21st 
century printed at the same time. 
The books will be hard back and 
beautifully set, with an audio CD 
inserted at the back... a beautifully 
made hand stitched collectable.

If many people invest a small but 
generous sum, this figure can be 
reached in no time...

I am not asking to borrow money -  
I am inviting you to be a patron of 
the arts, and of my work specifically, 
supporting me to get the message 
of truth and love out into the world 
through poetry.

Thanks so much for your 
consideration and support,

Simon.

 
Please see overleaf for further details. 

Angels needed!
Become a patron of Simon Welsh Poetry

“ Welsh is the 
   next Roald Dahl.”

   Sophie Bignall, Shropshire Star 
   5 star review of Magic happens



You can become a patron at various levels:

Patron by gesture – £10.00 / £20.00
• Named on website and in all supporting literature where patronage is mentioned forever.

Bronze dusted patron – £150.00
As per Patron by gesture, plus:

•  Your own stock copy of Magic happens, and of All hail the 21st century, signed, dedicated by 
hand, and received prior to general release.

Silver dusted patron – £500.00
As per Bronze dusted patron, plus:

•  You may host an exclusive Simon Welsh Poetry party in your home or chosen venue anywhere 
in the world (provided you can pay travel expenses and give me a bed to sleep in), during which 
I will entertain you and your friends (who may also want to purchase a copy of Magic happens 
and/or All hail the 21st century.

Gold dusted patron – £1000.00
As per Silver dusted patron, plus:

• Y ou will be listed as a patron in all future story and poetry books in the Simon Welsh Poetry 
collection by name and optional photograph.

Patron patroni – £2500.00
As per Gold dusted patron, plus:

•  You will have a seat automatically reserved for you and be granted free entry into every Simon 
Welsh Poetry show Forever, (not withstanding festivals and events run by other people).

Patron Saint of Simon Welsh Poetry! – £6000.00
Six thousand pounds is the outright cost for producing either Magic happens or All hail the 21st 
century. Patronage at this level is unusual but not unheard of.  So if you are reading this, you may 
wish to patronise one full printing project.

As per Gold dusted patron, plus:

•  50 stock copies from the project that you can give away to friends (signed and personally 
dedicated to the person(s) of your choice, and your name, photograph and a little description 
of you (approved by you, of course) will be added to the final pages of the printrun artwork 
prior to the book’s release.  There will also be a note to say that you have outright funded this 
particular edition of the book with your patronage.

•  You will have 2 places guaranteed in pre reserved seats at every Simon Welsh Poetry show, 
forever (not withstanding festivals and events run by other people).

For more information:

email: author@simonwelshpoetry.co.uk
call: 01444 811276 / 07989 332820 

or visit: www.simonwelshpoetry.co.uk
© 2011 Simon Welsh


